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only with reference to human beings, but also to things
like food cooked in water or contaminated by anything
considered impure by religion or usage.
If a scavenger touches a thing, it becomes untouchable; if a high
class Hindu is touched by a scavenger, he also becomes untouchable; bu*
if he takes a bath, he becomes pure again. If you w.mt to take cointf
touched by a dhetla, yon must sprinkle them with water. Water renders
flour untouchable, but coins touchable. If a dheda touches clothes, they
have to be washed before use, but if he touches a piece of cotton cloth not yet
brought to use, a mere sprinkle of water will do. A cap, under similar
circumstances, need not even be sprinkled with water; the touch of a Muslim
will make it touchable. But if you touch a Muslim after your bath, the
purifying effect of the bath will disappear. You can cat your food only
after you have again taken your bath. Ghee (clarified butter) is never
rendered untouchable. Just as scientists deal with electricity with the aid
of an instrument with a glass handle, it would not be improper to touch a
dheda with an instrument made of clarified butter. One can
certainly beat a dhecja with a stick of butter .... Once ladus (sweets)
had been prepared in large quantities and kept In one huge pot. A dog
touched it But preparing sweets over again was an expensive job, and
would, moreover, take time. Our elders decided that the touch of a dog would
not make all the sweets untouchable, but only just enough to equal its
weight. We removed a dog-weight of sweets from the pot and ate the
rest. But it was just as well that only a dog had touched them. What if
it had been an elephant! But perhaps the touch of an elephant would not
have rendered anything untouchable. But suppose it had been an ass! *
Not a statement here is extravagantly conceived, and
the presentation is enough to achieve the artistic effect.
XIII
The short stories are not so faultless. The author has
not been able to sustain the spirit of mockery. When
the pathos of the situation develops, the humourist
vanishes. The incident round which a story turns is not
so natural and realistic as the pictures woven into it,
Khemi, in parts, is a wonderful story* It portrays the
life-story of a scavenger woman. To have invested a
subject of this kind with romantic interest and at the
same time to make it correspond to actual life would have
tried the art of even a master. And it is not surprising
that the author should not have been able to maintain i&
the latter half of the story the splendid level which hi?
attained in the beginning.

